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SOUTH FLORIDA WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 

SOLICITATION ADDENDUM 

South Florida Water Management District 

Attn: Procurement Bureau  

B-1 Building, 2nd Floor West 

3301 Gun Club Road 

West Palm Beach, FL 33406 

SOLICITATION NUMBER:  6000000872 

ADDENDUM NUMBER:  2 

DATE: OCTOBER 24, 2019 

Project Title:  S-40, S-41 AND S-44 GATE REPLACEMENT AND CONCRETE REPAIRS, PALM 

BEACH COUNTY, FL 
 

This ADDENDUM NO. 2 is issued for the purpose of providing the following information below. 
 

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: DEADLINE FOR SEALED BID SUBMISSIONS HAS BEEN 

CHANGED TO OCTOBER 30, 2019 at 2:30 PM. 

 
 

1. CLARIFICATIONS: Delete Bid Form originally provided in solicitation and replace with 

Revised Bid Form attached as part of Addendum No. 2. 

 

2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION: Delete Technical Specification 09900 provided in 

original solicitation and replace with the attached Technical Specification 09900 revised 

October 17, 2019, attached as part of Addendum 2. 

 
3. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:  Attachment No. 1 to this Addendum No. 2 contains the 

list of Questions and Answers. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

SOLICITATION 6000000872 – ADDENDUM NO. 2 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 
 

1. Question:  Will the city be purchasing new SCADA software, or will work be implemented into 

an existing system? 

Answer: Refer to Technical Specification 16910, Section 2.02:  The Contractor shall be 

responsible to furnish and install the Motorola Systems Tools Suite (STS) program into the new 

RTU to functionally test each input and output as detailed in Section 3.02 Field Tests within this 

Specification.  Following the successful initial functional test of the RTU’s I/O. the Contractor 

shall schedule with the District a second functional test witnessed by the District. 
 

2. Question: According to Specification Section 03700, no hydroblasting shall be allowed. 

Hydroblasting is being utilized currently on many other SFWMD projects.  Please consider 

allowing hydroblasting, as it is a cleaner and less invasive method to surrounding buildings and 

homes. 

Answer: Refer to Section 3300, hydroblasting is permitted for cleaning/roughening existing areas 

where new concrete would be placed against old (i.e. joints). This should be with low pressure.  

Hydroblasting is not permitted in section 3700, to remove loose/damaged concrete prior to making 

repairs due to the possibility of damage or removal good concrete.  Only chipping (15 pound 

hammer) and heavy sandblasting are  permitted. 

 

3. Question: Drawing S-002, sheet 32/164 Coating Limits Plan shows the "lined" areas on the 

drawing to NOT include the bottom weir wall.  Note 2 includes the weir wall.  Please clarify 

whether the bottom of the weir wall is to be coated. 

Answer:  The areas without hatching shown on the plans are areas outside the needle beams and 

below the water level. Not sure if this was answered?  

 

4. Question: Coating system C-4 on page 20 of Specification Section 09900 lists MasterProtect HB 

200 (previously Thorocoat 200).  This coating system is a 100% acrylic coating, and the film 

thickness stated for the first three coats is NOT attainable.  Please have the coating manufacturer 

BASF (Acquired Thoro Coatings) correct this system. 

Answer:  Refer to Technical Specification No. 02 above.   

 

5. Question:  Please provide the manufacturer and available data sheets of the SFWMD provided 

stop logs/needle beams to be utilized at each bay of each structure.  Also request the expected 

leakage rate associated with the stop logs/needle beams in order to allow the contractor to 

determine if additional dewatering methods will be necessary. 

Answer:  The requested information is not presently available.  Additionally, the needle beams are 

not completely watertight, and the contractor shall employ means and methods to dewater the area 

between the needle beams as necessary to perform the work in accordance with the contract 

documents. 

 

6. Question: Drawings S002/S013/S024 are detailing the 2 coating systems C-3 (Below the 

Waterline/submerged surfaces) and C-4 (above the waterline/non-submerged surfaces).  It is not 

clear as to why ALL areas are marked as C-3 system (below water level), including the upper 

structure and wingwalls.  Please be aware that the Coating system C-3 (Xypex) cannot be applied 
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over existing coatings/paints and, therefore, sandblasting of the wing walls and upper structure 

would be necessary.  The coating system C-4 is specified for non-submerged surfaces and would 

be suitable for the wingwalls and upper structure.  Please clarify whether coating system C-4 can 

be utilized for the wingwalls and upper structure. 

Answer: Refer to Technical Specification No. 2 above. All existing surfaces shall be coated with 

the C-3 coating and prepared prior to painting The C-4 will be used on the headwater side above 

elevation 6.85 ft as indicated on the drawings.   

 

7. Question:  Will new antennas and coax cable be required at S-40 and S-41? 

Answer:  The existing antennas will remain at S-40 and S-41 as shown on Drawing No. C003 and 

C011 respectively. The antennas shall be connected to the new RTU SCADA panel. Contractor to 

provide cabling as required. 

 

8. Question:  S-40, S-41 and S-44 Gate Replacements and Concrete Repairs - will the city be 

purchasing new SCADA software, or will work be implemented into an existing system. 

Answer:  Refer to Technical Specification 16910, Section 2.02:  The Contractor shall be 

responsible to furnish and install the Motorola Systems Tools Suite (STS) program into the new 

RTU to functionally test each input and output as detailed in Section 3.02 Field Tests within this 

Specification.  Following the successful initial functional test of the RTU’s I/O. the Contractor 

shall schedule with the District a second functional test witnessed by the District. 

 

9. Question:  For requirement 1) a, would the District consider modifying the requirements to 

“Water Control Structures with Vertical Lift Gates”?  Our company has constructed many projects 

in the last 10 years that have a number of large gates, however, none are “roller” gates, but for one 

which is currently under construction for the District which has not yet reached final completion. 
 

“1) Prior Project Experience and References  
 

To be deemed Responsible the bidder must submit evidence that it completed two (2) 

projects as Prime Contractor. All projects submitted as references:  
 

a) Must have reached final completion and contain Water Control Structures with 

Vertical Lift Roller Gates; and  

b) Must have been completed by the bidder as the Prime Contractor within the last 10 

years from the date the bid is submitted; and  

c) Must have been in the amount of $2,000,000.00 or greater; and  

d) Must have been performed within the continental United States; and  

e) Must be verified by the District” 

Answer:  Prior project experience and references to be deemed a Responsible Bidder will remain 

as stated in the original solicitation. 

 

10. Question:  Are the gates to be fabricated out of carbon steel or stainless steel? 

Answer:  Stainless steel. 

 

11. Question:  Refer to specification section 01010 Summary of Work. Paragraph. 1.03.A.13. states: 

Paint the entire spillway structures. Painting will include the entire dewatering bays at each 

structure (coating system C-3 for immersed concrete) and above the water line elsewhere on the 

structure (coating system C-4 for non-immersed concrete).  Drawing S002 shows Coating Limits 

for S40; S013 shows Coating Limits for S41 and S024 shows Coating Limits for S44.  Question: 
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Needle Beams are to be used to dewater the channels. There will be parts of the structures outside 

of the needle beams that will remain submerged when the channels are dewatered. The limits 

shown on the drawings do not clearly show the needle beams as the effective limit of dewatering. 

 In order to "Paint the entire spillway structures". as stated in the summary of work, cofferdams 

would have to be installed upstream and down stream of the structure to dewater and paint the 

entire spillway structures.  Please confirm: 1) That there is no painting required below the water 

level outside of the needle beams. 2) There is no painting required for the spillway structures 

unless it is shown to be within the limits of coating on Drawings S002, S013 or drawing S024. 

Answer:   No painting is required below the water levels shown on the plans, outside of the needle 

beams. 

 

12. Question:  Specification Section 11285 includes requirements for wet testing of the gates.  The 

test requirements indicate that wet testing shall be performed under a water head determined by 

the DISTRICT, if specified head is not available.  Please confirm that artificial means of 

manipulating water head on the gates, such as temporary bulkheads or other means, will not be 

required for wet testing should Specified head not be available. 

Answer:  Temporary Bulkheads are not expected for the testing. Refer to Technical Specification 

11285 Section 1.04 Gate Data. The head differential can be attained by placing the needle beams 

upstream of the gate and filling the chamber between the gate and needles.  Pumping of water to 

fill the chamber should be expected. 

 

13. Question:  Refer to Drawing G003 (Sheet 3 of 164) OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS: note 4. 

Contractor must have the new gates available on site prior to taking existing gate and gate bay out 

of service for replacement operations. Replacement operations include placement of beams and 

needles, dewatering of the bays and other activities related to installation of the new gates and 

hoists. The contractor shall receive written approval from district prior to commencing gate 

replacement.  Drawings S038 and S039 require Needle Beam Slot Angle Replacement for 

structures S040 and S041 respectively.  Question: Dewatering of the channels will be necessary 

for the replacement of the needle beam slot angles. Please confirm if contractors should anticipate 

dewatering the structure by other means such as cofferdams rather than needle beams as indicated 

on Drawing G003. 

Answer:  Contractor is not expected to use cofferdams for dewatering operations other than needle 

beams. The needle beam concrete repair is intended to be performed under water. 

 

14. Question:  Please provide the existing contours or DWG or DXF files for the existing grades at 

each water control structure 

Answer:  Survey CAD (.DWG) files with the existing topography for structures S-40 and S-41 

and S-44 are currently not available. 

 

15. Question:  Please provide the specific requirements for any testing and/or preparation of the 

existing rip rap material that is to be removed and re-installed. 

Answer:  Refer to Section 02370 PART 2, Section 2.01, The existing riprap to be removed and re-

installed (replaced) will be riprap “type C” characteristics. The Riprap will be provided by the 

District; therefore, no testing will be required.  . 

 

16. Question:  Due to the proximity of the site visit to the end of the inquiry period, along with the 

complexity of the project notes and specifications, request that the question period be extended to 
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a week prior to the bid date.  This will reduce the number of assumptions that have to be made and 

could be costly to the overall bid price. 

Answer:  The inquiry period was extended to October 17, 2019 at 5:00 p.m. in Addendum No. 1. 

17. Question:  The "typical temporary manatee barrier" on drawing C023 requires the contractor to 

install additional temporary piles as needed to anchor the barrier.  Please provide the number of 

piles that the contractor is to include in their respective bids. 

Answer:  The project notes are establishing the performance requirements.  It is up to the 

contractor to estimate the needs to meet the performance expected by the District. 

 

18. Question:  Section F of the "temporary manatee barrier" requires the temporary manatee barrier to 

be maintained.  Please confirm the contractor is not required to remove floating debris that may 

collect on the barrier, IE; lily pads, water hyacinth, or other aquatic plants and grasses 

Answer:  Drawing C023 note # 2 of the temporary manatee Barrier detail, “temporary manatee 

barrier to be maintain and removed by contractor”. Removal of any floating debris collected on the 

barrier is part of the maintenance to be performed by the contractor. 

 

19. Question:  The structures are located in residential/commercial areas.  Are there any working hour 

restrictions? 

Answer:  The contractor shall be responsible to request this information from the agencies having 

local jurisdiction and abide by any local working time and noise ordinance in each location.  

General note 11 from plan sheet G003 states that “all work shall take place during daylight hours”.  

If contractor requires a different work schedule, contractor shall request approval by the local 

jurisdiction and then request approval in writing to the District. Also, refer to  General Terms & 

Conditions 6.02-B Labor; Working Hours. 

 

20. Question:  The structures are located in residential/commercial areas. Are there any noise 

restrictions?    

Answer:  The contractor shall be responsible to request this information from the agencies having 

local jurisdiction and abide by any local working time and noise ordinance in each location. 

 

21. Question:  The typical rip rap detail on sheet 27 of 164 doesn't show any bedding stone or rip rap 

inside of the 12" key-in section.  Please clarify. 

Answer:  Refer to Drawing C023 includes 6-inch thick bedding stone for all new riprap.  On 

structure S-44 the headwater sections (upstream) require adding riprap to the existing.  The 

existing riprap will serve as bedding at that location.   The riprap will be provided by the District 

per Technical Specification 02370 PART 2, Section 2.01. 

 

22. Question:  Please confirm if the South Florida Water Management District furnished dewatering 

needles will be considered watertight? 

Answer:  The needle beams are not completely watertight, and the contractor shall employ means 

and methods to dewater the area between the needle beams as necessary to perform the work in 

accordance with the contract documents. 

 

23. Question:  Please clarify if the corner protection angles shown on sheet 73 are the same as the 

needle beam slot angles shown on sheet 69. 

Answer:  Correct, they are the same. 
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24. Question:  Detail AK on sheet 69 is missing the dimension of the concrete portion to be removed. 

Please Clarify. 

Answer: Concrete portion to be removed shall be a minimum of 1” beyond the reinforcement steel 

as shown in detail AK on drawing Sheet S039. Refer to picture on drawing S039, Cracking and 

Spalling on North Service Bridge span for location of repairs.  Refer to Technical Specification 

3700, Section 3.07 B. 

 

25. Question:  Specification Section 01010 Summary of Work indicates that the channels of all 3 

structures are to be dewatered. For structure S44 the note on drawing S029 confirms that “…no 

dewatering facilities exist on the tail water side of the structure.” 

Answer:  There is no exclusion given in the specifications for dewatering S44 for inspection and 

painting. For example, note 13 under Section 01010 states: “Paint the entire spillway structures. 

Painting will include the entire dewatering bays at each structure (coating system C-3 for 

immersed concrete) and above the water line elsewhere on the structure (coating system C-4 for 

non-immersed concrete).” 

 

26. Question:  Please confirm that there is no requirement to dewater structure S44 for inspection, 

painting or concrete repair. 

Answer:  The Gates set on top of the weir at the S-44 Structure.  The top of the weir elevation is 

higher than the high-water tidal elevation downstream of the structure.  The structure shall be 

dewatered between the upstream dewatering needles and the weir to perform the work. 

 

27. Question: Drawings S038 (dwg 68 of 164) and S039 (dwg 69 of 164) identifies specific concrete 

repairs to be performed. We are unable to access the areas identified in the drawings to be repaired 

prior to the bid and even if we had access, it will be impossible to quantify the repairs until after 

loose and deteriorated concrete has been removed for inspection.  Please provide a basis of bid so 

that all bidding contractors include the same scope of work in our bid. A unit cost bid item for 

concrete repairs would be the most equitable way to address this under the contract. 

Answer:  The volume of concrete to be removed is expected to be the hatched area in the details, 

approx. 5” thick and the length of the needle beam angles. Contractor shall only remove to the 

limits shown and then allow inspection.  Contractor shall provide a unit price per cubic yard for 

additional removal, preparation and repair as part of the schedule of values.  

 

28. Question:  Specific locations of concrete repairs are identified in the drawings. Specification 

section 03700 Concrete Restoration paragraph 3.07.B.2. REPAIR OF DETERIORATED 

CONCRETE requires: “When the removal of deteriorated concrete is completed, the 

CONTRACTOR shall notify the DISTRICT. Two weeks shall be scheduled for the DISTRICT to 

inspect the surface, perform testing for acid contamination, determine if additional concrete must 

be removed, and to develop any special repair details that may be needed. Should it be determined 

that additional concrete must be removed to reach sound, uncontaminated material, another two-

week period shall be scheduled for further evaluation after the end of the additional removal.” 

Answer:  The District will review all changes on a case by case basis.  

 

29. Question:  It is impossible to quantify the amount of deteriorated concrete to anticipate removing 

and repairing or how many 2 week notification periods to anticipate for the District to perform 

inspections. Due to the performance time limitations of this contract, we request that a basis of bid 

for concrete restoration and inspections be provided for bid purposes. 

Answer:  Please see response to Questions No. 27 and 28 above.  
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30. Question:  Drawings S038 (dwg 68 of 164) and S039 (dwg 69 of 164) identifies specific concrete 

repairs to be performed. Specification section 03700 Concrete Restoration paragraph 3.03 

GENERAL CRACK REPAIR requires that “B. All cracks which are not caused by shrinkage shall 

be repaired as indicated by the DISTRICT”. Please confirm that the crack repair locations are 

limited to those locations shown on the drawings and in new concrete that does not yet exist. 

Answer:  The District will review all changes on a case by case basis. 

 

31. Question:  Notes on the drawings tell the contractor to reuse granite riprap. For example, see note 

3. C005 "Contractor to reuse existing granite RipRap behind wing walls.". Please advise if 1) The 

existing lime rock riprap can be reused if it meets the specifications for this contract. 2) Riprap 

that cannot be reused on this contract is to be disposed of offsite or if it is to be stockpiled on site 

for the SFWMD’s use. 

Answer:  At S-40 the existing riprap shall be removed.  Only the granite riprap can be reused 

behind the wing wall areas.  At S-41 the existing riprap can be used if it meets the specifications 

for Type C riprap (18-inch Average). See table below.  Refer to Drawing C014 and C015 note 2.  

Refer to Drawing C019,  for S-44riprap details.  . Refer to Technical Specification 0110, note 16, 

Contractor shall dispose of any unused riprap unless otherwise directed by the District.  

 
Type C (18-inch Average Size) 

Sieve Size Percent Passing 

 by Weight Maximum Minimum 

30” 22” 100 

20” 18” 50 

16” 12” 15 

 

 

 

Please direct any questions to the Procurement Representative specified below at (561) 682-2715 or 

lmuehlbe@sfwmd.gov. 

 

 

Lisa Muehlberger 

Construction Contract Specialist 

Procurement Department 

mailto:Lmuehlbe@SFWMD.GOV

